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Possiblities of Apps
Applications helps the world
to connect from long distances.

Connecting with Apps
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Apple has had many developments
throughout their many years in production
but out of these developments their
always will be the default apps and some
that might get added on to that list during
their development. The default apps
are what the iPhone starts with ones
its opened and can’t be deleted. Even
though the default apps have always been
there they have had many significant
developments. The apps have helped
people connect better to each other,
create more jobs and keep/share precious
memories. The applications that are
significant to people are imessage, app
store, the camera and many more. The
iMessage, app store and camera have all
been developed so that users can have a
simple use of the device without having to
many complications.
Apple has had many developments in
the way the iPhone communicates from
one phone to another. Apple has allowed
iPhone users to connect to other people
no matter what country they are in. Apple

has made this world wide connection
through their applications which have
been there ever since the iPhone 1
through to the iPhone 11 but with some
developments. Before iMessage got
its big update in 2011 it was known as
text and it has a different feel, logo and
capability’s. Text was very limited in what
the iPhone user could and could not do,
but in 2011 the app got renamed and had
a update that has completely changed
the communicating system on iPhones.
Over the years iMessage has been getting
IOS updates and development updates so
that all users have the best experience.
Due to all theses updates now users are
able to send videos, send and receive
messages from android users, photos,
documents, have group chats, send
links, other contacts, send locations, play
games and the list goes on. IMessage has
impacted users in a larger sense to be
able to send anything digitally to another
person around the world which is why
apple will keep on updating/developing
this application.
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The App store is one of the most
important apps on iPhone for a number
of reasons such as creating jobs, allowing
users to find more apps and helps apple
get more users and activity from these
apps. The app store creates more jobs
because company’s might be looking for
app developers and people with those
type of skills to help them with there
apps.
When company’s make apps, they make
them so that their own company can
grow/expand from users. The app store
gives people the opportunity to create
their own app and upload to the app store
were then people from all around the
world can access it. The apps store allows
users to find apps that can help them
connect with other people for example, if
people want an app that helps them talk
to others around the world without using
data they will download ‘Whats App’ or if
they want to find love they will download
‘Tinder’. Apple may have a fee on
uploading app to the app store but people
would want to get some app that can’t be
found on android by purchasing an iPhone

which then appl gets more users. With the
app store a number of people can benefit
from it from users, employees, employers
and Apple its self.
The camera app is a must when it comes
to default applications because that’s
the only way to use the camera and also
another way to connect with people. The
camera itself is enhanced every year for
better quality and use but the camera can
help people connect. The camera allows
users to take photos and videos that can
be stored/kept forever.
The opens door for people like parents
to take baby photos and share them
with other people around the world and
also their own child when they grownup.
The camera app saves the memorable
moments that can be looked at in many
more years, sent to other that weren’t
there and even uploaded to social media
which makes people come together.
As much as the camera app is simple it
helps people connect because of all its
memories.
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